Non-pharmacological, non-ablative approaches for the treatment of atrial fibrillation: experimental evidence and potential clinical implications.
In this review, we initially covered the basic and clinical reports that provided the prevalent concepts underlying the mechanisms for atrial fibrillation (AF). The clinical evolution of catheter ablation and its eventual application to AF has also been detailed. A critique of the results based on a review of the literature has shown that either or both drugs or catheter ablation therapy for preventing AF recurrences have significant limitations and even serious complications. Finally, we have presented recent experimental studies which suggest that an alternative approach to reducing AF inducibility can be achieved with low-level autonomic nerve stimulation. Specifically, electrical stimulation of the vago-sympathetic trunks, at levels well below that which slows the heart rate can significantly increase AF thresholds and suppress AF inducibility. Further studies will determine if this new method can be used as an effective means of treating some forms of clinical AF.